Abstract. The randomization of a complete first order theory T is the complete continuous theory T R with two sorts, a sort for random elements of models of T , and a sort for events in an underlying probability space. We study various notions of independence in models of T R .
Introduction
A randomization of a first order structure M, as introduced by Keisler [Ke1] and formalized as a metric structure by Ben Yaacov and Keisler [BK] , is a continuous structure N with two sorts, a sort for random elements of M, and a sort for events in an underlying atomless probability space. Given a complete first order theory T , the theory T R of randomizations of models of T forms a complete theory in continuous logic, which is called the randomization of T . In a model N of T R , for each n-tuple a of random elements and each first order formula ϕ( v), the set of points in the underlying probability space where ϕ( a) is true is an event denoted by ϕ( a) .
In general, the theories T and T R share many model-theoretic features. In particular, it was shown in [BK] that T is stable if and only if T R is stable. Unfortunately, the analogous result for simplicity in place of stability is false, as was shown in [Be2] . More precisely, either T R is dependent (in which case, if it is simple, then it is stable) or else it is not simple.
Recall that a classical (resp. continuous) theory is rosy if T eq possesses a strict (countable) independence relation; in this case, there is a weakest such notion of independence, namely thorn independence, a notion first introduced by Thomas Scanlon. (See Section 2 below for precise definitions.) Classical rosy theories were first studied in the theses of Alf Onshuus and Clifton Ealy as a common generalization of simple theories and o-minimal theories. Continuous rosy theories were first studied in the paper of Ealy and the second author in [EG] . In light of the previous paragraph, it is natural to ask: is T rosy if and only if T R is rosy?
Motivated by the above question, in this paper, we begin studying various notions of independence in models of T R , including algebraic independence, dividing independence, and thorn independence. We also study the "pointwise" version of a notion of independence, that is, the notion of independence on models of T R obtained by asking for almost everywhere independence.
We conclude this introduction with an outline of the rest of the paper. In Section 2, we recall the relevant background from continuous logic as well as the general theory of abstract independence relations as exposited in [Ad2] . In Section 3, we introduce the notion of countably based independence relations. For every ternary relation | I ⌣ with monotonicity, there is a unique countably based relation that agrees with | I ⌣ on countable sets. This will aid us in defining, for a given ternary relation on small subsets of the big model of T , a corresponding pointwise notion. In Section 4, we recall some basic facts about randomizations as well as the results from [AGK] concerning definable and algebraic closure in models of T R .
In Section 5, we begin the study of notions of independence in models of T R in earnest. We first prove some downward results, culminating in Corollary 5.1.3, which states that if definable and algebraic closure coincide in models of T and T R is real rosy, then T is real rosy. (Real rosiness requires that T has a strict independence relation, while rosiness requires that T eq has such a relation.) We then move on to studying notions of independence, first on the event sort, and then on the random variable sort. Section 5 concludes with a study of the properties of algebraic independence in T R .
Section 6 is concerned with notions of pointwise independence. Given a ternary relation | I ⌣ with monotonicity on models of T , | Iω ⌣ is the countably based relation on small subsets of the big model of T R such that for all countable A, B, C, A | Iω ⌣C B holds if and only if A(ω) | I ⌣C(ω) B(ω) holds for almost all ω in the underlying probability space. The results of Section 3 guarantee the unique existence of | Iω ⌣ . We then make a detailed study of the pointwise notions of independence stemming from algebraic independence, dividing independence, and thorn independence.
Continuous model theory in its current form is developed in the papers [BBHU] and [BU] . Randomizations of models are treated in [AGK] , [AK] , [Be] , [BK] , [EG] , [GL] , and [Ke1] .
Preliminaries on Continuous Logic
We will follow the notation and terminology of [BK] and [AGK] . We assume familiarity with the basic notions about continuous model theory as developed in [BBHU] , including the notions of a theory, structure, prestructure, model of a theory, elementary extension, isomorphism, and κ-saturated structure. In particular, the universe of a pre-structure is a pseudometric space, the universe of a structure is a complete metric space, and every pre-structure has a unique completion. A tuple is a finite sequence, and A <N is the set of all tuples of elements of A. In a metric space or continuous structure, the closure of a set C is denoted by cl(C). We use the word "countable" to mean of cardinality at most ℵ 0 . We assume throughout that L is a countable first order signature, and that T is a complete theory for L whose models have at least two elements. We will sometimes write ϕ(A) for a first order formula with finitely many parameters in a set A, and use similar notation for more than one parameter set.
2.1. Types and Definability. For a first order structure M and a set A of elements of M, M A denotes the structure formed by adding a new constant symbol to M for each a ∈ A. The type realized by a tuple b over the parameter set A in M is the set tp M ( b/A) of formulas ϕ( u, a) with a ∈ A <N satisfied by b in M A . We call tp M ( b/A) an n-type if n = | b|.
In the following, let N be a metric structure and let A be a set of elements of N. N A denotes the structure formed by adding a new constant symbol to N for each a ∈ A. The type tp N ( b/A) realized by b over the parameter set A in N is the function p from formulas to [0, 1] such that for each formula Φ( x, a) with a ∈ A <N , we have Φ( x, a) p = Φ( b, a) N .
We now recall the notions of definable element and algebraic element from [BBHU] . An element b is definable over A in N, in symbols b ∈ dcl N (A), if there is a sequence of formulas Φ k (x, a k ) with a k ∈ A <N such that the sequence of functions Φ k (x, a k ) N converges uniformly in x to the distance function d(x, b) N of the corresponding sort.
When b is an element and C is a set in N, the distance d(b, C) is defined by d(b, C) = inf c∈C d(b, c), with the convention that d(b, ∅) = 1. b is algebraic over A in N, in symbols b ∈ acl N (A), if there is a compact set C and a sequence of formulas Φ k (x, a k ) with a k ∈ A <N such that b ∈ C and the sequence of functions Φ k (x, a k ) N converges uniformly in x to the distance function d(x, C) of the corresponding sort.
If the structure N is clear from the context, we will sometimes drop the superscript and write tp, dcl, acl instead of tp N , dcl N , acl N . We will often use the following facts without explicit mention. (1) b is definable over A in N; (2) in each model N ′ ≻ N, b is the unique element that realizes p over A; (3) b is definable over some countable subset of A in N. (1) b is algebraic over A in N; (2) in each model N ′ ≻ N, the set of elements b that realize p over A in N ′ is compact. (3) b is algebraic over some countable subset of A in N. It follows that for any A ⊆ N, dcl(A) and acl(A) are closed with respect to the metric in N.
2.2. Abstract Independence Relations. Since the various properties of independence are given some slightly different names in various parts of the literature, we take this opportunity to declare that we are following the terminology established in [Ad2] , which is repeated here for the reader's convenience. In this paper, we will sometimes write AB for A ∪ B, and write
in the analogous way). We assume throughout this paper that υ is an uncountable inaccessible cardinal that is held fixed. By a big model of a complete theory T with infinite models we mean a saturated model N |= T of cardinality |N| = υ. For a complete theory T with finite models, we call every model of T big. Thus every complete theory has a unique big model up to isomorphism. For this reason, we sometimes refer to "the" big model of a complete theory T . We call a set small if it has cardinality < υ, and large otherwise. Note that by Fact 2.1.3, the algebraic closure of every small set is small.
If you wish to avoid the assumption that uncountable inaccessible cardinals exist, you can instead assume only that υ = υ ℵ 0 and take a big model to be an υ-universal domain, as in [BBHU] , Definition 7.13. With that approach, a big model exists but is not unique.
Definition 2.2.1 (Adler) . Let N be the big model of a continuous or first order theory. By a ternary relation over N we mean a ternary relation | ⌣ on the small subsets of N. We say that | ⌣ is an independence relation if it satisfies the following axioms for independence relations for all small sets:
8) (Local character) For every A, there is a cardinal κ(A) < υ such that, for any set B, there is a subset C of B with |C| < κ(A) such that A | ⌣C B.
If finite character is replaced by countable character (which is defined in the obvious way), then we say that | ⌣ is a countable independence relation. We will refer to the first five axioms (1)-(5) as the basic axioms.
As the trivial independence relation (which declares A | ⌣C B to always hold) is obviously of little interest, one adds an extra condition to avoid such trivialities.
Definition 2.2.2. An independence relation | ⌣ is strict if it satisfies (9) (Anti-reflexivity) a | ⌣B a implies a ∈ acl(B). There are two other useful properties to consider when studying ternary relations over N:
(10) (Full existence) For every A, B, C, there is
(1) Whenever | ⌣ satisfies invariance, monotonicity, transitivity, normality, full existence, and symmetry, then | ⌣ also satisfies extension (Remark 1.2 in Ad2]).
(2) If | ⌣ satisfies base monotonicity and local character, then A | ⌣C C for all small A, C (Appendix to [Ad1] ). (3) If | ⌣ satisfies monotonicity and extension, and A | ⌣C C holds for all small A, C, then | ⌣ also satisfies full existence (Appendix to [Ad1] ). (4) Any countable independence relation is symmetric. While the proofs of these results in [Ad1] and [Ad2] are in the first order setting, it is straightforward to check that they persist in the continuous setting. Theorem 2.5 in [Ad2] shows that any independence relation is symmetric. The same argument with Morley sequences of length ω 1 instead of countable Morley sequences proves (4).
Remark 2.2.5. (Compare with Remark 1.3 in [Ad2] ) If | ⌣ has invariance, countable character, base monotonicity, and satisfies local character when A is countable, then | ⌣ has local character. Proof. Fix a small set D. By hypothesis, for each countable subset A of D there is a smallest cardinal λ(A) < υ such that, for any small set B, there is a subset C(A, B) of B with |C| ≤ λ(A) such that A | ⌣C(A,B) B. By invariance, whenever E ≡ A we have λ(E) = λ(A). Since there are countably many formulas, there are at most 2 ℵ 0 different values of λ(A) for A countable. Let λ be the sum of λ(A) over all countable subsets A of D, and let κ(D) = λ + . Since υ is uncountable inaccessible, κ(D) < υ. Now fix a small set B, and let C = {C(A, B) : A ⊆ D, |A| ≤ ℵ 0 }. Then |C| ≤ λ. By base monotonicity, we have A | ⌣C B for each countable A ⊆ D. By countable character, D | ⌣C B, so | ⌣ has local character with bound κ(D).
Definition 2.2.6. We say that | ⌣ has countably local character if for every countable set A and every set B, there is a countable subset C of B such that A | ⌣C B. Note that countably local character implies local character when A is countable (with κ(D) = ℵ 1 ).
Remark 2.2.7.
(1) If | ⌣ has local character with bound κ(D) = (|D| + ℵ 0 ) + , then | ⌣ has countably local character.
(2) If | ⌣ has invariance, countable character, base monotonicity, and countably local character, then | ⌣ has local character with bound κ(D) = ((|D| + 2) ℵ 0 ) + .
Proof.
(1) is obvious. (2) follows from the proof of Remark 2.2.5, with λ(A) ≤ ℵ 0 for each countable A, and λ = (|D| + 2) ℵ 0 .
We say that | J ⌣ is weaker than | I ⌣ , and write
Remark 2.2.8.
⌣ has full existence, local character, or countably local character, then | J ⌣ has the same property. 2.3. Special Independence Relations. In any complete theory (first order or continuous), we define the notion of algebraic independence, denoted | a ⌣ , by setting A | a ⌣C B to mean acl(AC) ∩ acl(BC) = acl(C). In first order logic, | a ⌣ satisfies all axioms for a strict independence relation except for perhaps base monotonicity.
Proposition 2.3.1. In any complete continuous theory, | a ⌣ satisfies symmetry and all axioms for a strict countable independence relation except perhaps for base monotonicity and extension.
Proof. The proof is exactly as in [Ad2] , Proposition 1.5, except for some minor modifications. For example, countable character of acl in continuous logic yields countable character of | a ⌣ . Also, in the verification of local character, one needs to take κ(A) := ((|A| + 2) ℵ 0 ) + instead of (|A| + ℵ 0 ) + . Question 2.3.2. Does | a ⌣ always have full existence (or extension) in continuous logic?
The lattice of algebraically closed sets is modular if
whenever A, B, C are algebraically closed and C ⊆ B. Proposition 1.5 in [Ad2] shows that in first order logic, | a ⌣ satisfies base monotonicity, and is thus a strict independence relation, if and only if the lattice of algebraically closed sets is modular. In continuous logic, the same argument still shows that | a ⌣ satisfies base monotonicity if and only if the lattice of algebraically closed sets is modular.
Recall the following definitions from [Ad2]:
Definition 2.3.3. Suppose that A, B, C are small subsets of the big model of a complete theory.
•
, it is shown that, in the first order setting, | M ⌣ satisfies all of the axioms for a strict independence relation except for perhaps local character and extension (but now base monotonicity has been ensured). It is shown in [EG] that this fact remains true in continuous logic (except, of course, for finite character being replaced by countable character).
By [Ad1] and [Ad2] , in the first order setting | ⌣ satisfies all of the axioms for a strict independence relation except perhaps local character 1 (but now extension has been ensured). It is shown in [EG] that in the continuous setting, | ⌣ satisfies all of the axioms for a strict countable independence relation except perhaps for countable character and local character.
A (continuous or first order) theory T is said to be real rosy if | ⌣ has local character. Examples of real rosy theories are the first order or continuous stable theories ( [BBHU, Section 14) , the first order or continuous simple theories (see [Be3] ), and the first order o-minimal theories (see [On] ).
The following results are consequences of Theorem 3.2 and the preceding discussion in [EG] . The proof of part (2) is the same as the proof of Remark 4.1 in [Ad2] .
Result 2.3.4.
(1) T is real rosy if and only if | ⌣ is a strict countable independence relation.
(2) If | I ⌣ satisfies the basic axioms and extension, and is symmetric and anti-reflexive, then
If a theory has a strict countable independence relation, then it is real rosy, and | ⌣ is the weakest strict countable independence relation. The next result is a consequence of Theorem 8.10 in [BU] and Theorem 14.18 in [BBHU] .
Result 2.3.5. If T is stable, then it has a unique strict independence relation, the forking independence relation | f ⌣ . Moreover, | f ⌣ has countably local character. A continuous formula Φ( x, B, C) divides over C if, in the big model of T , there is a C-indiscernible sequence B i i∈N such that B 0 ≡ C B and the set of statements {Φ( x, B i , C) = 0 : i ∈ N} is not satisfiable. The dividing independence relation A | d ⌣C B is defined to hold if there is no tuple a ∈ A <N and continuous formula Φ( x, B, C) such that Φ( a, B, C) = 0 and Φ( x, B, C) divides over C.
Result 2.3.7.
(1) | d ⌣ satisfies invariance, monotonicity, and finite character.
⌣ is equal to the unique strict independence relation | f ⌣ . Proof. Invariance and monotonicity are clear, and finite character holds because each formula has only finitely many variables and parameters. Part (2) follows from Theorem 14.18 in [BBHU] .
Countably Based Relations
In this section we will introduce the notion of a countably based ternary relation over N. The reason this notion is useful is because for each ternary relation with monotonicity there is a unique countably based ternary relation that agrees with it on countable sets (Lemma 3.1.4). This will be important in Section 6, where it allows us to introduce, for each ternary relation with monotonicity over the big model of a first order theory T , a corresponding "pointwise independence relation" over the big model of T R (Definition 6.1.7).
The notions and results in this section hold for all first order and continuous theories. We will give the proofs only for continuous theories; the proofs for first order theories are similar but simpler. We will use (∀ c D) to mean "for all countable D", and similarly for (∃ c D).
3.1. The General Case.
Definition 3.1.1. We say that a ternary relation | I ⌣ is countably based if for all A, B, C we have
Note that if | I ⌣ and | J ⌣ are countably based and agree on countable sets, then they are the same.
Definition 3.1.2. We say that | I ⌣ has two-sided countable character if | I ⌣ has countable character and
In other words, 
holds for all countable A, B, C, then it holds for all small A, B, C. (2) Suppose | I ⌣ has monotonicity. There is a unique ternary relation | Ic ⌣ that is countably based and agrees with | I ⌣ on countable sets. Namely,
(3) | I ⌣ is countably based if and only if | I ⌣ has monotonicity and twosided countable character, and whenever A and B are countable, we have
(4) Suppose | I ⌣ is countably based. If | I ⌣ has invariance, base monotonicity, transitivity, normality, or symmetry for all countable A, B, C, then | I ⌣ has the same property for all small A, B, C.
Proof.
(1) follows easily from the definition of countably based.
(2) Uniqueness is clear. Let | J ⌣ be the relation defined by the displayed formula and let A, B, C be countable. It is obvious that | J ⌣ is countably based, and that
⌣ is countably based. It is immediate that | I ⌣ has monotonicity and two-sided countable character. Then | I ⌣ = | Ic ⌣ by (1). Therefore the following statements are equivalent:
so the displayed formula in (2) holds. Now suppose that | I ⌣ has monotonicity and two-sided countable character, and the displayed formula in (2) holds whenever A, B are countable. Then the statements (a)-(d) are again equivalent, so | I ⌣ is countably based. (4) We prove the result for base monotonicity. Suppose | I ⌣ has base monotonicity for countable sets, and assume that A | I ⌣D B and Proposition 3.1.5. Let | I ⌣ be a ternary relation that has monotonicity. If | I ⌣ has any of invariance, base monotonicity, transitivity, normality, symmetry, or anti-reflexivity for all countable sets, then | Ic ⌣ has the same property for all small sets.
Proof. Invariance, and symmetry are clear.
Base monotonicity:
The following property is sometimes useful in proving that a relation has finite character or is countably based.
Definition 3.1.6. A ternary relation | I ⌣ has the countable union property if whenever A, B, C are countable, C = n C n , and C n ⊆ C n+1 and A | I ⌣C n B for each n, we have A | I ⌣C B.
Given two ternary relations |
Proposition 3.1.7. Suppose | I ⌣ and | J ⌣ are both countably based and have the countable union property. Then the relation | I ⌣ ∧ | J ⌣ is also countably based.
Proof. Let A, B be countable and let
The implication from right to left is trivial. For the other direction, assume A | K ⌣C B and let C ′ ⊆ C be countable. Since both | I ⌣ and | J ⌣ are countably based, there is a sequence D n n∈N of countable sets such that ⌣ has monotonicity, finite character, and the countable union property, then | Ic ⌣ has finite character.
where E n is finite and E n ⊆ E n+1 for each n. By induction on n, there is a sequence of countable sets D n n∈N such that for each n,
By the countable union property, E n | I ⌣D B 0 for each n. Hence by monotonicity and finite character for | I ⌣ , we have
Proposition 3.1.9. Suppose | I ⌣ has monotonicity, base monotonicity, transitivity, symmetry, and countably local character. Then
⌣C A ′ and C | I ⌣D A ′ . By transitivity, B ′ | I ⌣D A ′ , and by symmetry again,
Corollary 3.1.10. Let | I ⌣ be a countable independence relation.
(
(1): | I ⌣ has symmetry by Remarks 2.2.4 (4). (1) follows from symmetry and Proposition 3.1.9.
(2): | Ic ⌣ has monotonicity and countable character by Lemma 3.1.4. By Remark 2.2.8 and Proposition 3.1.5, | Ic ⌣ satisfies full existence, symmetry, and all the axioms except perhaps extension. By Remarks 2.2.4, extension follows from full existence, symmetry, and the other axioms, so | Ic ⌣ satisfies extension as well.
3.2. Special Cases. We will show that in continuous logic (as well as first order logic), | a ⌣ and | M ⌣ are countably based. We also give conditions under which | d ⌣ and | ⌣ are countably based.
Proposition 3.2.1. The relation | a ⌣ is countably based. Proof. | a ⌣ has two-sided countable character and monotonicity. Let A and B be countable. By Lemma 3.1.4 (3), it is enough to show that
Suppose that A | a ⌣C B, and let
is separable. By the Löwenheim-Skolem theorem, there is a separable ele-
and hence A | a ⌣D B. For the other direction, suppose that
Lemma 3.2.2. The relation | M ⌣ has two-sided countable character.
Proof. | M ⌣ has monotonicity. By Lemma 3.2.2, | M ⌣ has two-sided countable character. Let A and B be countable. By Lemma 3.1.4 (3), it is enough to show that
Suppose A | M ⌣C B and let C ′ ⊆ C be countable. As before, we let (P, d(·, C 1 )) be a separable elementary substructure of (N, d(·, C)) such that acl(ABC ′ ) ⊆ P, and take a countable set
Using the definition of algebraic closure, it follows that in P, x ∈ acl(GD) = acl(G).
Let E ∈ [C, acl(BC)] and let c ∈ acl(AE) ∩ acl(BE). By Fact 2.1.2, there is a countable
Proposition 3.2.4. If there exists a strict countably based independence relation | I ⌣ over N with countably local character, then | ⌣ is countably based. Proof. By Result 2.3.4, | ⌣ is the weakest strict countable independence relation on models of T . Then | I ⌣ ⇒ | ⌣ , so | ⌣ has countably local character. By Corollary 3.1.10, | c ⌣ is a strict countable independence relation on models of T that is weaker than Proof. By Lemma 3.1.4 it is enough to check that, for countable A, B and small C, we have
Fix such A, B, C.
⌣ is an independence relation with countably local character, we have that | d ⌣ ⇒ | dc ⌣ by Corollary 3.1.10, whence we get the forward implication of (3.1).
⇐: Suppose that A | d ⌣C B. Then for some a ∈ A <N and some continuous formula Φ( x, B, C), N |= Φ( a, B, C) = 0 and Φ( x, B, C) divides over C. Take a countable (even finite)
⌣D B and the right hand side of (3.1) fails.
In the paper [Be3] , Ben Yaacov defined simple continuous theories and showed that they satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 3.2.5. Thus on models of a simple theory, | d ⌣ is countably based.
Lemma 3.2.6. The relation | d ⌣ has the countable union property.
Proof. Suppose A, B, C are countable, C = n C n , and C n ⊆ C n+1 and
Then there exists a ∈ A <N and a continuous formula Φ( x, B, C) such that Φ( a, B, C) = 0 and Φ( x, B, C) divides over
Proposition 3.2.7. On models of a stable theory, | ⌣ and | f ⌣ are countably based.
Proof. By Theorem 8.10 in [BU] , | f ⌣ is the unique strict independence relation over models of T , and has countably local character. So by Proposition 3.2.4, | ⌣ is countably based. By Corollary 3.1.10, | f c ⌣ is a countable independence relation. By Proposition 3.1.
⌣ has the countable union property. Then by Proposition 3.1.8, | f c ⌣ has finite character. Hence by the uniqueness of
Our next result concerns theories T in first order logic that are real rosy. Let b be a tuple and C be a small set in a big model M of a first order theory T . By Definition 2.1 in Onshuus [On] , a first order formula ψ( x, b) -divides over C if there is k ∈ N and a finite tuple e such that {ψ( x, b ′ ) : b ′ ≡ C e b} is k-inconsistent, and b is not contained in acl(C e). A formula ϕ( x, b) þ-forks over C if it implies a finite disjunction of formulas that -divide over C. We use the following result from [Ad1] . 
• A | ⌣C B in the sense of [On] , that is, for every tuple a ∈ A <N and b ∈ (BC) <N , there is no formula ϕ( x, y) such that M |= ϕ( a, b) and ϕ( x, b) -forks over C.
Remark 3.2.9. It follows at once that in the first order setting, | ⌣ has two-sided finite character.
Lemma 3.2.10. For every complete first order theory T , the relation | ⌣ has the countable union property.
Proof. We first suppose that A, B are countable sets and C is a small set in the big model M of T , and that A | ⌣C B. By Result 3.2.8 there is a formula ϕ( x) ∈ tp(A/BC) that -forks over C. By definition, this means that there is an m ∈ N and formulas
and each ψ i ( x, d i ) -divides over C. This in turn means that for each i < m, there is a finite tuple e i and
Then for some n we have C 1 ⊆ D n , and hence for each i < m,
This shows that | ⌣ has the countable union property (even for C small instead of countable).
Proposition 3.2.11. Suppose T is a real rosy first order theory, and | ⌣ has countably local character. Then | ⌣ is countably based. Proof. By Result 2.3.4 (1), Remark 3.2.9, and Lemma 3.1.4, it is enough to show that for all countable A, B and small C we have
Since | ⌣ satisfies monotonicity, base monotonicity, transitivity, symmetry and countably local character, Proposition 3.1.9 gives the forward direction of (3.2).
Suppose A | ⌣C B. We follow the notation in the first paragraph of the proof of Lemma 3.2.10.
⌣D B, so the right hand side of (3.2) fails.
4. Randomizations 4.1. The Theory T R . The randomization signature L R is the two-sorted continuous signature with sorts K (for random elements) and B (for events), an n-ary function symbol ϕ(·) of sort K n → B for each first order formula ϕ of L with n free variables, a [0, 1]-valued unary predicate symbol µ of sort B for probability, and the Boolean operations ⊤, ⊥, ⊓, ⊔, ¬ of sort B. The signature L R also has distance predicates d B of sort B and d K of sort K. In L R , we use B, C, . . . for variables or parameters of sort B. B . = C means d B (B, C) = 0, and B ⊑ C means B . = B ⊓ C. A pre-structure for T R will be a pair P = (K, E) where K is the part of sort K and E is the part of sort B.
2 The reduction of P is the pre-structure N = ( K, E) obtained from P by identifying elements at distance zero in the metrics d K and d B , and the associated mapping from P onto N is called the reduction map. The completion of P is the structure obtained by completing the metrics in the reduction of P. By a pre-complete-structure we mean a pre-structure P such that the reduction of P is equal to the completion of P. By a pre-complete-model of T R we mean a pre-complete-structure that is a pre-model of T R .
In [BK] , the randomization theory T R is defined by listing a set of axioms. We will not repeat these axioms here, because it is simpler to give the following model-theoretic characterization of T R .
Definition 4.1.1. Given a model M of T , a neat randomization of M is a pre-complete-structure P = (L, F) for L R equipped with an atomless probability space (Ω, F, µ) such that:
(4) F is equal to the set of all events ψ( a) where ψ( v) is a formula of L and a is a tuple in L.
(7) On F, the distance predicate d B defines the pseudo-metric
Note that if H ≺ M, then every neat randomization of H is also a neat randomization of M.
Definition 4.1.2. For each first order theory T , the randomization theory T R is the set of sentences that are true in all neat randomizations of models of T .
It follows that for each first order sentence ϕ, if T |= ϕ then we have
Result 4.1.3. (Fullness, Proposition 2.7 in [BK] ). Every pre-complete-model N = (K, E) of T R has perfect witnesses, i.e.,
(1) For each first order formula θ(u, v) and each b in K n there exists a ∈ K such that
The following results are proved in [Ke1] , and are stated in the continuous setting in [BK] .
Result 4.1.4. (Theorem 3.10 in [Ke1] , and Theorem 2.1 in [BK] ). For every complete first order theory T , the randomization theory T R is complete.
Result 4.1.5. (Strong quantifier elimination, Theorems 3.6 and 5.1 in [Ke1] , and Theorem 2.9 in [BK] ) Every formula Φ in the continuous language L R is T R -equivalent to a formula with the same free variables and no quantifiers of sort K or B.
Result 4.1.6. (Proposition 4.3 and Example 4.11 in [Ke1] , and Proposition 2.2 and Example 3.4 (ii) in [BK] ). Every model M of T has neat randomizations.
Result 4.1.7. (Lemma 2.1.8 in [AGK] ) Let P = (K, E) be a pre-complete-model of T R and let a, b ∈ K and B ∈ E. Then there is an element c ∈ K that agrees with a on B and agrees with b on ¬B, that is, B ⊑ c = a and (¬B) ⊑ c = b . Note that the distance between any two characteristic functions of an event B with respect to elements a, b is zero. In particular, in a model of T R , the characteristic function is unique.
Result 4.1.9. (Proposition 2.1.10 in [AGK] ) Every model of T R is isomorphic to the reduction of a neat randomization P of a model of T . Proof. This is proved by a routine transfinite induction using Fullness and saturation. However, in [Be2] , it is shown that the randomization of a simple, unstable theory is not simple. We will see in Corollary 5.1.3 that if T R is real rosy then T is also real rosy. We thus pose the naïve Question 4.1.12. If T is a real rosy first order theory, is the randomization T R also real rosy, or at least "almost real rosy" in some reasonable sense?
We do not even know the answer to the following question, where DLO is the theory of dense linear order without endpoints.
Question 4.1.13. Is DLO R real rosy?
4.2. Blanket Assumptions. From now on we will work within the big model N = (K, E) of T R . We let M be the big model of T and let P = (L, F) be a neat randomization of M with probability space (Ω, E, µ), such that N is the reduction of P. We may further assume that the probability space (Ω, F, µ) of P is complete (that is, every set that contains a set of µ-measure one belongs to F), and that every function a : Ω → M that agrees with some b ∈ L except on a µ-null subset of Ω belongs to L. The existence of P is guaranteed by Result 4.1.9 (Proposition 2.1.10 in [AGK] ), and the further assumption follows from the proof in [AGK] . We choose once and for all a mapping a → a from M into K with the property stated in Lemma 4.1.10, and for each A ⊆ M let A be the image of A under this mapping. Note that M has the discrete topology in K, and hence is closed in K. For convenience, we also choose once and for all a pair of distinct elements 0, 1 ∈ M (but we do not assume that L has constant symbols for 0, 1). Thus µ( 0 = 1 ) = 1. For an event E ∈ E, we let 1 E be the characteristic function of E with respect to 0, 1; note that 1 E ∈ K.
By saturation, K and E are large. Hereafter, A, B, C will always denote small subsets of K. For each element a ∈ K, we will also choose once and for all an element a ∈ L such that the image of a under the reduction map is a. It follows that for each first order formula ϕ( v), ϕ( a) in N is the image of ϕ( a) in P under the reduction map.
For any small A ⊆ K and each ω ∈ Ω, we define
and let cl(A) denote the closure of A in the metric d K . When A ⊆ E, cl(A) denotes the closure of A in the metric d B , and σ(A) denotes the smallest σ-subalgebra of E containing A. Since the cardinality υ of N is inaccessible, whenever A ⊆ K is small, the closure cl(A) and the set of n-types over a A is small. Also, whenever A ⊆ E is small, the closure cl(A) is small. If you wish to avoid the assumption that uncountable inaccessible cardinals exist, then instead of assuming that υ is inaccessible, you can assume only that υ is a strong limit cardinal with υ = υ ℵ 0 , that N is an υ-universal domain, and that M is an υ + -universal model of T of cardinality υ, which exists by Theorem 5.1.16 in [CK] .
4.3. Definability in T R . As explained in [AGK] , in models of T R we need only consider definability over sets of parameters of sort K.
We write dcl B (A) for the set of elements of sort B that are definable over A in N, and write dcl(A) for the set of elements of sort K that are definable over A in N. Similarly for acl B (A) and acl(A). We often use the following result without explicit mention. Definition 4.3.2. We say that an event E is first order definable over A, in symbols E ∈ fdcl B (A), if E = θ( a) for some formula θ of L and some tuple a ∈ A <N .
We say that b is first order definable over A, in symbols b ∈ fdcl(A), if there is a functional formula ϕ(u, v) and a tuple a ∈ A <N such that ϕ(b, a) = ⊤. We will sometimes use the . . . notation in a general setting. Given a property P (ω), we write P = {ω ∈ Ω : P (ω)}, and we say that P (ω) holds a. s .
It follows that for each countable A, b(ω) ∈ dcl(A(ω)) a. s . if and only if µ( b ∈ dcl(A) ) = 1. Definition 4.3.9. We say that b is pointwise definable over A, in symbols
for some countable A 0 ⊆ A. We say that b is pointwise algebraic over A, in symbols b ∈ acl ω (A), if
for some countable A 0 ⊆ A. (1) b is pointwise definable over A;
Corollary 4.3.12. In N we always have
The following proposition gives a warning: the set dcl ω (A) is almost always large. (By contrast, it is well-known that for any small set A, acl(A) and dcl(A) are small-this follows from Fact 2.1.2.)
Proof. We may assume that A is countable. Take two elements a = b ∈ dcl ω (A). Then µ( a = b ) = r > 0. By Result 4.1.7, for each event E ∈ E the characteristic function χ E of E with respect to a, b belongs to K, and µ( χ E ∈ dcl(A) ) = 1, so χ E ∈ dcl ω (A). For each n there is a set of n events E 1 , . . . , E n such that d K (χ E i , χ E j ) = d B (E i , E j ) = r/2 whenever i < j ≤ n. Then by saturation, the set dcl ω (A) has cardinality ≥ υ and hence is large.
Corollary 4.3.14. Let A be a countable subset of K with |A| > 1. Then the set of all small B such that B(ω) ⊆ A(ω) a. s . is large and contains every subset of A.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Proposition 4.3.13.
Independence in T R
In this section we study the relations | a ⌣ , | M ⌣ , | ⌣ , and | d ⌣ over N. In the two-sorted metric structure N, algebraic independence is defined by
The other special ternary relations | M ⌣ and | ⌣ are defined in terms of | a ⌣ over N, as in Definition 2.3.3.
Downward Results.
Definition 5.1.1. We say that T has acl = dcl if for every set A in M we have acl
For example, every theory with a definable linear ordering has acl = dcl, but the theory of algebraically closed fields does not have acl = dcl.
We show that if T has acl = dcl, then each special independence relation we have considered holds for subsets of M only if the corresponding relation holds for their images of the sets under the mapping a → a. 
Proof. Suppose first that
By Result 4.3.1 and Remark 4.3.7, A ′ = dcl M (AC), and A ′ = dcl( A C) = acl( A C). Similarly for B ′ and C ′ . Therefore
and the assumption that
The following Corollary can be compared with Corollary 7.9 of [EG] , which says that if T R is maximally real rosy then T is real rosy.
Corollary 5.1.3. Suppose T has acl = dcl and T R is real rosy. Then T is real rosy.
Proof. By hypothesis, the relation | ⌣ over N has local character, with some bound κ N (A). We show that | ⌣ over M has local character with bound κ M (A) = κ N ( A). Let A, B ⊆ M be small. Then there is a set C ′ ⊆ B such that |C ′ | < κ N ( A) and A | ⌣C ′ B in N. It is clear that C ′ = C for some set C ⊆ B. By Proposition 5.1.2 we have A | ⌣C B in M. Example 5.1.4. Let T be the theory of an equivalence relation E such that there are infinitely many equivalence classes and each equivalence class has cardinality 3. Then T is stable and even categorical in every infinite cardinality, but does not have acl = dcl. Let a, b be elements of M such that
Thus Proposition 5.1.2 fails for | a ⌣ and | M ⌣ when the hypothesis that T has acl = dcl is removed.
Question 5.1.5. Do Proposition 5.1.2 for | ⌣ and Corollary 5.1.3 hold without the hypothesis that T has acl = dcl?
We now prove the analogous results for the relation | d ⌣ , even without the hypothesis that T has acl = dcl.
Proposition 5.1.6. Suppose A, B, C are small subsets of M , and
Proof. Assume that A | d ⌣C B fails in M. We may assume that A and B are finite. There is a first order formula ϕ(X, Y, Z) such that M |= ϕ(A, B, C) and ϕ(X, B, C) divides over C. Then there exists k ∈ N and a C-indiscernible sequence B i i∈N such that B 0 = B and {ϕ(X, B i , C) : i ∈ N} is k-contradictory. Since the mapping d → d has the property stated in Lemma 4.1.10, it follows that for µ-almost all ω ∈ Ω, M |= ϕ( A(ω), B(ω), C(ω)), B i (ω) i∈N is C-indiscernible in M, B 0 (ω) = B(ω), and {ϕ(X, B i (ω), C(ω)) : i ∈ N} is k-contradictory in M. Therefore the continuous formula 1 − µ( ϕ (X, B, C) 
Corollary 5.1.7. If the relation | d ⌣ over N has local character, then the relation | d ⌣ over M has local character.
In this connection, we recall that by Result 4.1.11, T is stable if and only if T R is stable, and Ben Yaacov [Be2] showed that if T R is simple then T R is stable, so T is also stable.
Independence in the Event
Sort. The one-sorted theory APr of atomless probability algebras is studied in the papers [Be1] , [Be2] , and [BBHU] . By Fact 2.10 in [Be2] , for every model
Result 5.2.1. (Ben Yaacov [Be1] ) The theory APr is separably categorical, admits quantifier elimination, and is stable. Its unique strict independence relation | f ⌣ is the relation of probabilistic independence, given by A | f ⌣C B if and only if
Given sets C, D ⊆ K, it will be convenient to introduce the notation D = fdcl B (D) and D C = fdcl B (DC).
Remark 5.2.3.
Proposition 5.2.4. The relation | aB ⌣ over N satisfies all the axioms for a countable independence relation except base monotonicity. It also has symmetry, the countable union property, and countably local character. 
By quantifier elimination, every formula of T R with parameters in A ∪ C is equivalent to a formula of that form. Therefore we have A ′ ≡ C A in N. Add a constant symbol to N for each a ∈ A, F ∈ A, and F ′ ∈ A ′ . Add a set of variables A ′ = {a ′ : a ∈ A}. Consider the set of conditions
with the set of variables A ′ . It follows from fullness that every finite subset of Γ is satisfiable by some A ′ in N. Then by saturation, Γ is satisfied by some A ′ in N. By quantifier elimination we have A ≡ C A ′ in N, and by definition,
Local character: Let A, B be small subsets of K. We prove local character with bound λ = (|A|+ℵ 0 ) + . In the theory of (E, µ), and even in the theory of (E, µ) with fewer than λ additional constant symbols, | a ⌣ has local character with bound κ(A) = (|A| + ℵ 0 ) + . Note that |A| < λ. Let C 0 = ∅. We construct an increasing chain C 0 ⊆ C 1 ⊆ · · · of subsets of B such that |C n | < λ as follows. Given C n , we note that |A Cn | < λ and |C n | < λ, and C n ⊆ B. By local character for | a ⌣ in the theory of (E, µ) Cn , there is a set
Since (E, µ) Cn has a constant symbol for each element of C n , we may assume that C n ⊆ D n+1 . Since L is countable, there is a set C n+1 ∈ [C n , B] such that |C n+1 | < λ and D n+1 ⊆ C n+1 . Now let C = n C n . Then C = n C n , C ⊆ B, and |C| < λ. For each finite A ′ ⊆ A C , we have A ′ ⊆ A Cn for some n, so
Therefore A C | a ⌣C B C , and hence A | aB ⌣C B.
Proposition 5.2.5. The relation | aB ⌣ is countably based.
Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of Proposition 3.2.1 except that acl is replaced everywhere by acl B .
The following two results show that | aB ⌣ never has base monotonicity, and is almost never anti-reflexive.
Proposition 5.2.6. For every T , | aB ⌣ does not have base monotonicity. Proof. Since µ is atomless, there are two independent events D, F in E of probability 1/2. Let E = D ⊓ F. a = 1 D , b = 1 E , and c = 1 F . Then
It follows that a | aB ⌣∅ bc but a | aB ⌣c bc, so | aB ⌣ does not have base monotonicity.
Proposition 5.2.7. Suppose that T has either an infinite model, or a finite model with an element that is not definable without parameters. Then | aB ⌣ is not anti-reflexive.
Proof. It follows from the hypotheses that M has an element a whose type p is not realizable by a definable element over ∅. Then µ( ϕ( a) ) = 1 for each ϕ(v) ∈ p, so fdcl B ( a) = σ(∅). Hence a | aB ⌣∅ a. But a / ∈ dcl(∅) = acl(∅) by Results 4.3.11 and 4.3.1, so | aB ⌣ is not anti-reflexive.
We now consider the analogue of the forking independence relation | f ⌣ in the event sort when the theory T is stable.
Lemma 5.2.9. If T is stable, then | f B ⌣ satisfies the basic axioms, symmetry, finite character, and the countable union property. Moreover,
Proof. By Result 5.2.1, the theory APr of (E, µ) is stable, so | f ⌣ is an independence relation over (E, µ). It follows easily that | f B ⌣ satisfies invariance, monotonicity, base monotonicity, normality, finite character, and symmetry. Transitivity is proved as in the proof of Proposition 5.2.4. Since | f ⌣ ⇒ | a ⌣ in (E, µ), it follows at once that | f B ⌣ ⇒ | aB ⌣ in N. Countable union property: By Result 5.2.1, APr is stable, so over (E, µ),
⌣ . By Proposition 3.2.6, | f ⌣ has the countable union property over (E, µ). Suppose A, B, C are countable, C = n C n , and C n ⊆ C n+1 and A | f B ⌣C n B for each n. By monotonicity for | f ⌣ , whenever n ≤ m we have 
. By Result 5.2.1, the theory APr of (E, µ) is stable, so there is a continuous formula Φ( X, B C , C) and a tuple A in A C such that Φ( A, B C , C) = 0 and Φ( X, B C , C) divides over C in (E, µ). Let Ψ( a, B, C) be a continuous formula in L R with parameters in K formed by replacing the elements of A, B C , C by equal elements of the form θ 1 (A, C) , θ 2 (B, C) , θ 3 (C) respectively, and let | x| = | a|. It follows by saturation that Ψ( a, B, C) = 0 and Ψ( x, B, C) divides over C in N.
⌣ is an independence relation over N, has countably local character, and is countably based.
Proof. By Lemma 5.2.10, Lemma 5.2.9, Remark 2.2.8, | f B ⌣ is an independence relation over N with countably local character. To prove that | f B ⌣ is countably based, we argue as in the proof of Proposition 3.2.5. As in that proof, it is enough to check that, for countable A, B and small C, we have
Fix such A, B, C. The forward direction follows from Corollary 3.1.10. For the other direction, suppose that A | f B ⌣C B. Then A C | f ⌣C B C over (E, µ). Hence for some tuple A in A C and some continuous formula Φ( X, B C , C), 
Proof. Suppose 0, 1 ∈ C, dcl(AC) ∩ dcl(BC) = dcl(C) and E ∈ dcl B (AC) ∩ dcl B (BC). Then 1 E ∈ dcl(AC) ∩ dcl(BC), so 1 E ∈ dcl(C), and hence E ∈ dcl B (C). Therefore dcl B (AC) ∩ dcl B (BC) = dcl B (C).
We have seen in Proposition 2.3.1 that | a ⌣ over N satisfies symmetry and all axioms for a strict countable independence relation except perhaps for base monotonicity and extension. The relation | ⌣ is always stronger than | a ⌣ . Whenever the randomization theory T R is real rosy, | ⌣ has full existence by Remarks 2.2.4, and hence | a ⌣ over N has full existence. Here is another sufficient condition for | a ⌣ over N to have full existence.
Theorem 5.3.2. Suppose T has acl = dcl. Then the relation | a ⌣ over N has full existence and extension.
Proof. By Remarks 2.2.4 and Proposition 2.3.1, if | a ⌣ over N has full existence, then it has extension. To prove full existence, we must show that for all small A, B, C, there is A ′ ≡ C A such that
In view of Fact 2.1.4 and Remark 4.3.6, we may assume without loss of generality that C = acl(C), A = acl(AC)\acl(C), and B = acl(BC)\acl(C).
, and B = dcl(BC) \ dcl(C). By Proposition 5.2.4, the relation | aB ⌣ over N has full existence. Therefore we may also assume that A | aB ⌣C B. By Result 4.3.1,
So it suffices to show that there is A ′ ≡ C A such that
For each element a ∈ A, we define ε(a) as the infimum of all the values
Note that ε(a) = 0 if and only if a is pointwise definable over some countable subset of C. Add a constant symbol for each a ∈ A, b ∈ B, and c ∈ C. For each a ∈ A, add a variable a ′ . Consider the set Γ of all conditions of the form
where θ is an L-formula, a ∈ A <N , c ∈ C <N , and b ∈ B.
Claim 2. For every finite subset Γ 0 of Γ, there is a set A ′ = {a ′ : a ∈ A} that satisfies Γ 0 in N ABC .
Proof of Claim: Let A 0 , B 0 , C 0 be the set of elements of A, B, C respectively that occur in Γ 0 . Then A 0 , B 0 , C 0 are finite. If A 0 is empty, then Γ 0 is trivially satisfiable in N ABC , so we may assume that A 0 is non-empty. Let A 0 = {a 0 , . . . , a n }, a = a 0 , . . . , a n , C 0 = {c 0 , . . . , c k }, c = c 0 , . . . , c k .
Let Θ 0 be the set of all sentences that occur on the left side of an equation in Γ 0 . Then Θ 0 is finite. By combining tuples, we may assume that each sentence in Θ 0 has the form θ( a, c).
Since the algebraic independence relation onM satisfies full existence, and T has acl = dcl, for each ω ∈ Ω there exists
, and hence g i (ω) / ∈ B 0 (ω). By Result 4.1.7, for each i ≤ n the event
has a characteristic function 1 E i ∈ K with respect to 0, 1. By applying Condition (5) for a neat randomization to the formula
we see that there exists a set
It follows that θ( g, c) = θ( a, c) for each θ( a, c) ∈ Θ 0 , and that d K (g i , b) ≥ ε(a i ) for each i ≤ n and b ∈ B 0 . Therefore Γ 0 is satisfied by G 0 in N ABC , and the Claim is proved.
By saturation, Γ is satisfied in N ABC by some set A ′ . Γ guarantees that A ′ ≡ C A and dcl B (A ′ C) = dcl B (AC). It remains to show that for each a ∈ A, a ′ / ∈ B. Let a ∈ A. By hypothesis we have a / ∈ dcl(C). By Result 4.3.11, either a is not pointwise definable over a countable subset of C and thus ε(a) > 0, or there is a formula θ(u, v) and a tuple c ∈ C <N such that
, so in the case that ε(a) > 0 we have a ′ / ∈ B. Γ also guarantees that
so in the case that ε(a) = 0, we have
But we are assuming that
, and hence a ′ / ∈ B. This completes the proof.
Corollary 5.3.3. If T has acl = dcl, then the relation | a ⌣ over N satisfies all the axioms for a countable independence relation except perhaps base monotonicity.
Proof. By Proposition 2.3.1 and Theorem 5.3.2.
The next proposition shows that | a ⌣ cannot be a countable independence relation over N.
Proposition 5.3.4. For every T , the relation | a ⌣ over N does not have base monotonicity, and hence the lattice of algebraically closed sets in N is not modular.
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 5.2.6, we take two independent events D, F in E of probability 1/2, and let E = D ⊓ F. a = 1 D , b = 1 E , and c = 1 F . Let Z = 0 1. Note that any element of K that is pointwise definable from abc is pointwise definable from Z. By Result 4.3.11 and the proof of Proposition 5.2.6, we have
It follows that a | a ⌣Z bcZ but a | a ⌣cZ bcZ, so | a ⌣ over N does not have base monotonicity.
As an example, we look at the relations | a ⌣ and | M ⌣ in the continuous theory DLO R , the randomization of the theory of dense linear order without endpoints. We will see that these relations are much more complicated in DLO R than they are in DLO. This example is motivated by the open question 4.1.13.
Example 5.3.5. Let T = DLO, the theory of dense linear order without endpoints. Over M we have acl(A) = dcl(A) = A for every set A. Thus in M the lattice of algebraically closed sets is modular, and But Proposition 5.3.4 shows that in N the relation | a ⌣ does not have base monotonicity and hence | a ⌣ = | M ⌣ . Proposition 4.2.3 of [AGK] shows that for every finite set A ⊆ K, dcl(A) is the smallest set B ⊇ A such that whenever a, b, c, d ∈ B, the characteristic function of a < b with respect to c, d belongs to B. Let a ∨ b and a ∧ b denote the pointwise maximum and minimum, respectively. We leave it to the reader to work out the following characterizations of A | a ⌣C B and A | M ⌣C B in the simple case that A, B, C are singletons in N.
6. Pointwise Independence 6.1. The General Case.
Definition 6.1.1. If | I ⌣ is a ternary relation over M that has monotonicity, we let | Iω ⌣ be the unique countably based relation over N such that for all countable A, B, C,
The unique existence of | Iω ⌣ follows from Lemma 3.1.4 (2). We say that A is pointwise I-independent from B over C if A | Iω ⌣C B.
We will often use the notation P for the set {ω ∈ Ω : P (ω)} when P (ω) is a statement involving elements ω of Ω. Since (Ω, F, µ) is a complete probability space, P (ω) holds a. s if and only if µ( P ) = 1. For instance, if | I ⌣ is a ternary relation over M, then for all countable sets A, B, C ⊆ K,
B(ω)},
Corollary 6.1.2. If | I ⌣ and | J ⌣ are ternary relations over M with monotonicity, and
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.1.4 (1).
Note that every anti-reflexive relation over N is pointwise anti-reflexive.
Proposition 6.1.4. Suppose | I ⌣ is a ternary relation over M that has monotonicity.
(1) | Iω ⌣ is countably based and has monotonicity and two-sided countable character. (2) If | I ⌣ has invariance, base monotonicity, transitivity, normality, symmetry, or the countable union property, then | Iω ⌣ has the same property. (3) Suppose | I ⌣ has invariance. If | Iω ⌣ has base monotonicity, transitivity, normality, symmetry, or the countable union property, then | I ⌣ has the same property.
(1) By definition, | Iω ⌣ is countably based. It has monotonicity and two-sided countable character by Lemma 3.1.4 (3).
(2) By Lemma 3.1.4 (4), it suffices to show that if | I ⌣ has one of the listed properties for countable sets, then | Iω ⌣ has the same property for countable sets.
We prove the result for transitivity. The other proofs are similar but easier. Suppose | I ⌣ has transitivity for countable sets, and assume that To sum up, we have:
Corollary 6.1.5. If | I ⌣ satisfies the basic axioms for an independence relation over M , then | Iω ⌣ over N also satisfies these axioms.
Proposition 6.1.6. Suppose | I ⌣ is a ternary relation over M that is countably based and has finite character and the countable union property. Then | Iω ⌣ has finite character. Proof. Suppose A ′ | Iω ⌣C B for all finite A ′ ⊆ A. Let A 0 ⊆ A, B 0 ⊆ B, C 0 ⊆ C be countable. We must find a countable D ∈ [C 0 , C] such that A 0 | Iω ⌣D B 0 . We may write A 0 = n E n where E 0 ⊆ E 1 ⊆ · · · and each E n is finite. Then E n | Iω ⌣C B for each n.
Since | Iω ⌣ is countably based, there are countable sets D n n∈N such that for each n, D n ∈ [C 0 , C], D n ⊆ D n+1 , and E n | Iω ⌣D n B 0 , and hence
⌣ has the countable union property, for each n we have E n | I ⌣D B 0 a. s. Since | I ⌣ has finite character, A 0 | I ⌣D B 0 a. s., so A 0 | Iω ⌣D B 0 . Definition 6.1.7. We say that a ternary relation | I ⌣ over M is measurable if A | I ⌣C B ∈ F for all countable A, B, C ⊆ K. Measurability will be useful in showing that particular pointwise relations satisfy countable versions of full existence. We will sometimes use measurability without explicit mention in the following way: if | I ⌣ is measurable and A | I ⌣C B, then µ( A | I ⌣C B ) = r for some r < 1. Our next lemma gives a useful sufficient condition for measurability. L ω 1 ω is the infinitary logic that contains first order logic and is closed under countable conjunctions and disjunctions, negations, and finite existential and universal quantifiers. An L ω 1 ω formula is said to be conjunctive if it is built from first order formulas using only countable conjunctions, and finite conjunctions, disjunctions, and quantifiers. By a Borel-conjunctive formula we mean an L ω 1 ω formula that is built from conjunctive formulas using only negations and finite and countable conjunctions and disjunctions.
The following result is a consequence of Theorem 2.3 in [Ke2] .
Result 6.1.8. Suppose M is an ℵ 1 -saturated first order structure. For every countable set X of variables and conjunctive L ω 1 ω -formula θ(X) there is a countable set A(θ) of first order formulas (the set of finite approximations of θ) such that Lemma 6.1.9. Suppose | I ⌣ is definable by a Borel-conjunctive formula ϕ in M. Then | I ⌣ is measurable, and for all countable sets A, B, C ⊆ K, the reduction of A | I ⌣C B belongs to dcl B (ABC).
Proof. By Result 6.1.8, for every conjunctive formula θ(X, Y, Z) and all countable sets A, B, C ⊆ K we have
By definition, ψ(A, B, C) ∈ F for every first order formula ψ. Since F is a σ-algebra, it follows that θ[A, B, C) ∈ F for every conjunctive formula θ.
Since ϕ is Borel-conjunctive, we have
Because the reduction of ψ(A, B, C) belongs to fdcl B (ABC) for each first order formula ψ, and µ is σ-additive, we see from Result 4.3.4 that the reduction of ϕ(A, B, C) belongs to dcl B (ABC).
6.2. Pointwise Algebraic Independence. In this section we will show that the relation | aω ⌣ has various independence properties. Since | a ⌣ over M has monotonicity, | aω ⌣ over N exists. Definition 6.2.1. We call a first order formula θ(u, X) algebraical (with bound n) if
If θ(u, X) is algebraical and A is indexed by X, we say that θ(u, A) is algebraical over A.
Note that in M, we have b ∈ acl(A) if and only if b satisfies some algebraical formula over A in M.
Corollary 6.2.2. The relation | aω ⌣ over N satisfies invariance, monotonicity, transitivity, normality, finite character, symmetry, the countable union property, and pointwise anti-reflexivity. Moreover, | aω ⌣ has base monotonicity if and only if | a ⌣ has base monotonicity in M (and thus if and only if the lattice of algebraically closed sets in M is modular).
Proof. The relation | a ⌣ over M satisfies invariance, monotonicity, transitivity, normality, finite character, symmetry, the countable union property, and anti-reflexivity. Now apply Proposition 6.1.4, and Proposition 6.1.6 for finite character.
Proposition 6.2.3. For all small A, B in K, we have A | aω ⌣B B. Proof. The relation | aω ⌣ is countably based by definition, so to prove A | aω ⌣B B it suffices to show that
For every ω ∈ Ω, we have
for all ω, and hence A ′ | aω ⌣D B ′ as required. Lemma 6.2.4. The relation | a ⌣ on the first order theory T is measurable. Proof. Let ϕ i (u, X, Z), ψ i (u, Y, Z), and χ i (u, Z) enumerate all algebraical formulas over the indicated variables. Then | a ⌣ is definable in M by the Borel-conjunctive formula
Hence by Lemma 6.1.9, | a ⌣ is measurable. Theorem 6.2.5. The relation | aω ⌣ over N satisfies extension and full existence for all countable sets A, B, B, C..
Proof. We first prove full existence for countable sets. Let A, B, C be countable subsets of K. By Proposition 5.2.4, the relation | aB ⌣ over N has full existence. Therefore we may assume that A | aB ⌣C B. By Result 4.3.1,
Since | a ⌣ has full existence in M, for each ω ∈ Ω there exists a set
, and χ i (u, C) be enumerations of all algebraical formulas over the indicated sets (with repetitions) such that for each pair of algebraical formulas ϕ(u, A, C) and ψ(u, B, C) there exists an i such that
. Let N 0 = {∅} and E ∅ = Ω. For each n > 0 and n-tuple s = s(0), . . . , s(n−1) in N n , let E s be the set of all ω ∈ Ω such that for some set A ′ 0 ⊆ M, A ′ 0 ≡ C(ω) B(ω) and (6.1) holds whenever i < n and j = s(i). Let L ′ be the signature formed by adding to L the constant symbols
For each ω ∈ Ω, (M, A(ω), B(ω), C(ω)) will be the L ′ -structure where k a , k b , k c are interpreted by a(ω), b(ω), c(ω). Form L ′′ by adding to L ′ countably many additional constant symbols {k ′ a : a ∈ A} that will be used for elements of a countable subset A ′ 0 of M. Then for each n > 0 and s ∈ N n , there is a countable set of sentences Γ s of L ′′ such that for each ω, ω ∈ E s if and only if Γ s is satisfiable in (M, A(ω), B(ω), C(ω)). Since M is ℵ 1 -saturated, Γ s is satisfiable if and only if it is finitely satisfiable in (M, A(ω), B(ω), C(ω)). It follows that the set E s belongs to the σ-algebra F. Moreover, since | a ⌣ has full existence in M, for each n and s ∈ N n we have
where sk is the (n + 1)-tuple formed by adding k to the end of s. We now cut down the sets E s to sets F s ∈ F such that: (a) F ∅ = Ω; (b) F s ⊆ E s whenever s ∈ N n ; (c) F s ∩ F t = ∅ whenever s, t ∈ N n and s = t; (d) F s . = {F sk : k ∈ N} whenever s ∈ N n . This can be done as follows. Assuming F s has been defined for each s ∈ N n . we let
Now let θ i (A, C) enumerate all first order sentences with constants for the elements of AC. Let Σ and ∆ be the following countable sets of sentences of (L ′′ ) R : 
(1) By Propositions 3.1.7, 5.2.4 and 5.2.5, and Corollary 6.2.2.
(2) Suppose that T does not have acl = dcl. Then in M there is a finite set C and an element a ∈ acl(C) \ dcl(C). Therefore in N we have a | aω ⌣ C a ∧ a | aB ⌣ C a, but a / ∈ acl( C) and a | a ⌣ C a. (3) Suppose T has acl = dcl, A | aω ⌣C B, and A | aB ⌣C B. To prove A | a ⌣C B, it suffices to show that
By (1), Proposition 3.2.1, and Lemma 3.1.4 (1), we may assume that A, B, C are countable. Let d ∈ dcl(AC) ∩ dcl(BC).
Result 4.3.11 also gives
Since A | aω ⌣C B and T has acl = dcl,
Hence d ∈ dcl ω (C), and by Result 4.3.11 in the other direction, d ∈ dcl(C).
Proposition 6.2.9. Proof.
(1) Let D ∈ E be an event such that 0 < µ(D) < 1, and let C = 0 1.
⌣C B always holds in N, and hence | a ⌣ ⇒ | aω ⌣ holds in N. For the other direction, assume M is infinite. By saturation, M has elements 0, 1, a, b such that
We will use the mapping a → a from Lemma 4.1.10. To simplify notation, suppose first that T already has a constant symbol for each element of acl(01). Then acl(01) = acl(∅) in M, so
By Results 4.3.1 and 4.3.4, for each A ⊆ M ,
Let E ∈ E be an event of measure µ(E) = 1/2. Let c = 1 E , let d agree with a on ¬E and with b on E, and let e agree with 1 on E and with a on ¬E (see the figure) .
We now turn to the general case where T need not have a constant symbol for each element of acl(01).
6.3. Pointwise M -independence. We now consider the relation
Corollary 6.3.1. The relation | M ω ⌣ over N is countably based, and satisfies all the axioms for a countable independence relation except perhaps extension and local character. Moreover, if | M ⌣ on models of T has symmetry then | M ω ⌣ over N has symmetry.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 6.1.4 and Corollary 6.1.5.
Proof. This follows from Corollary 6.1.2, and the fact that
Lemma 6.3.3. For each complete first order theory T , the relation | M ⌣ has the countable union property.
Proof. Suppose that A, B, C are countable sets in M, C = n C n , and C n ⊆ C n+1 and A | M ⌣C n B for each n. We must show that
and η i j (v j , BC), ψ(u, v n , AC), χ(u, v n , BC), and θ n k (u, v n , C)) are algebraical. Take a formula τ ( z) and a tuple e ∈ K such that E = τ ( e) . Then
By fullness there is an n + 1-tuple (a, d) witnessing the quantifiers (∃u)(∃ v n ) in the above formula. Notice that each d j ∈ acl ω (BC). Set
Then D is countable and
Therefore A | aω ⌣D B, and the proof is complete.
6.4. Pointwise Dividing Independence. In this subsection we consider the relation | dω ⌣ , especially when the first order theory T is simple. The relation | d ⌣ over M has monotonicity, so | dω ⌣ exists. Corollary 6.4.1. Suppose T is a simple first order theory. Then the relation | dω ⌣ over N satisfies the basic axioms, and has symmetry and finite character. Proof. The basic axioms and symmetry follow from Proposition 6.1.4 and Corollary 6.1.5. By Proposition 3.2.5, | d ⌣ over M is countably based. Then by Lemma 3.2.6 and Proposition 6.1.6, | dω ⌣ has finite character. where X, Y, Z are used to index A, B, C. So by Lemma 6.1.9, | d ⌣ is measurable. | d ⌣ also has monotonicity by Result 2.3.7, so | dω ⌣ exists. Proposition 6.4.3. Suppose that T is simple. Then for any small A, B and countable C, there is A ′ ≡ C A such that A ′ | dω ⌣C B.
Proof. Let (A α , B α ) enumerate all pairs of finite subsets of A and B. Let X be a set of variables corresponding to the elements of A, and let X α correspond to A α . From the proof of Proposition 6.4.2, for each α and first order formula ϕ(X α , B α , C), we have div ϕ (B α , C) ∈ F. We show that the following set of statements Γ(X) in satisfiable in N:
• θ(X, C) . = θ(A, C) for each first order formula θ; • div ϕ (B α , C) ⊑ ¬ϕ(X α , B α , C) for each α and ϕ.
Since T is simple, forking coincides with dividing, so for each ω ∈ Ω, every finite disjunction of formulas that divide over C(ω) also divides over C(ω). Moreover, | d ⌣ on models of T satisfies existence. It follows from fullness that each finite subset of Γ is satisfiable in N. By saturation, Γ(X) is satisfied in N by some set A ′ . Then A ′ ≡ C A. Let A ′′ ⊆ A ′ and B ′′ ⊆ B be countable. Since C is countable, to show A ′ | dω ⌣C B it suffices to show that A ′′ | dω ⌣C B ′′ . The proof of Proposition 6.4.2 shows that
where α is such that A α ⊆ A ′′ and B α ⊆ B ′′ . This union has measure 0 because A ′ satisfies Γ(X), so A ′′ | dω ⌣C B ′′ .
Corollary 6.4.4. If T is simple, then | dω ⌣ satisfies full existence when C is countable, and satisfies extension when B, C are countable.
Proof. Full existence when C is countable is a re-statement of Proposition 6.4.3. The proof of Remarks 2.2.4 (1) (see the Appendix of [Ad1] ), shows that invariance, monotonicity, transitivity, normality, symmetry, and full existence when C is countable implies extension when B, C are countable.
The next lemma holds in general, and has an application to the case that T is stable. Proof. We will use the notation from the proof of Proposition 6.4.2. Suppose that A | dω ⌣C B. Then the set E = A | d ⌣C B belongs to F, and µ(E) < 1. Hence there are a first-order formula ϕ( x, y, Z), and tuples a ∈ A <N , b ∈ B <N such that µ( ϕ( a, b, C) ∧ div ϕ ( b, C) ) > 0.
For each k ∈ N, let div k ϕ ( y, Z) be the part of div ϕ ( y, Z) after the initial k . Then div We note that ¬(y ∈ acl( u m Z)) is expressed by the conjunctive formula {¬χ(y, u m , Z) : χ algebraical} , so the formula -div ψ ( y, Z) is Borel-conjunctive, and is even a countable disjunction of conjunctive formulas. Now arrange all the first order formulas with the indicated variables in a countable list ψ i ( x, y, Z) i∈N . Then a first order formula ϕ( x, b, C) -forks over C if and only if (M, b, C) satisfies the following Borel-conjunctive formula -fork ϕ ( y, Z): where X, Y, Z are used to index A, B, C. So by Lemma 6.1.9, | ⌣ is measurable.
The proof of Proposition 6.5.3 gives the following Corollary 6.5.4. For every complete first order theory T , the relation | ⌣ over models of T is definable by the negation of a countable disjunction of conjunctive formulas.
Proposition 6.5.5. Suppose that T is real rosy. Then for any small A, B and countable C, there is A ′ ≡ C A such that A ′ | ω ⌣C B.
